
CORRIGENDUM TO BOUNDARIES AND AUTOMORPHISMS OF

HIERARCHICALLY HYPERBOLIC SPACES

MATTHEW GENTRY DURHAM, MARK F HAGEN, AND ALESSANDRO SISTO

Abstract. We correct an error in [DHS17, Lemma 7.5] affecting Theorem 7.1 and Theo-
rem 9.15. Here, we prove Theorems 7.1 and Theorem 9.15 without the problematic lemma.

1. Introduction

We adopt the notation of [DHS17]. We correct the proofs of Theorems 7.1 and Theorem
9.15 in [DHS17]. The first says that in a hierarchically hyperbolic group pG,Sq, each Z
subgroup is undistorted. The second says that G satisfies a Tits alternative. The proofs
in [DHS17] use an unstated hypothesis, discussed below. Here, we give proofs avoiding it.

The proofs in [DHS17] use that, for each U P S, the action of StabGpUq on CU factors
through an acylindrical action. From [BHS17a, Thm. 14.3], one verifies this in the motivating
examples — compact special groups and mapping class groups — but it does not hold in
general; see Example 1.1. This property, called hierarchical acylindricity in [DHS17, Defn.
9.18], is hypothesised everywhere else it is used. The error is in Lemma 7.5, which does not
hold without this assumption; see Example 1.1. To correct it:

‹ Theorem 7.1 needs a proof not using Lemma 7.5; this is done in Section 3.
‹ Theorem 9.15 needs a proof not using Lemma 7.5; this is done in Section 4. The

statement is weaker than that in [DHS17] in one way: we need the subgroup H ď G
under consideration to be finitely generated.

‹ Theorem 9.20 is stated correctly in Section 9 of [DHS17], but the special case in the
Introduction is missing the hierarchical acylindricity hypothesis.

Lemma 7.5 is not used elsewhere in [DHS17].

Example 1.1. Let T1, T2 be infinite regular trees and let G ď AutpT1q ˆ AutpT2q be a
subgroup acting on T1 ˆ T2 freely and cocompactly, with the additional property that G ãÑ

AutpT1qˆAutpT2q� AutpTiq is non-discrete for i P t1, 2u (see [BM97, JW09, Rat07, Wis96])
and moreover, for each n, there exists g P G such that g acts nontrivially on T1 and T2 but
stabilises an arc of length n in T2. Hence the action of G on Ti does not factor through
an acylindrical action. Following [BHS17a, Section 8] shows that G admits a hierarchically
hyperbolic group structure pG,Sq where S consists of T1, T2 along with some elements whose
associated hyperbolic spaces are bounded. The Ď–maximal element of S is associated to a
bounded hyperbolic space, on which the action of G is vacuously acylindrical. The action
of G on Ti does not factor through an acylindrical action. (The argument for Lemma 7.5
in [DHS17] deals with the kernel of the action but neglects large point-stabilisers.)
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note and giving many helpful comments. We thank Paul Plummer for a conversation about
torsion in HHGs related to Theorem 9.15.

2. Some generalities

Fix a hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq, and let d be the metric. Assume pX , dq is a
discrete geodesic space (see [BHS17b, Section 3]). We say pX , dq is uniformly proper if there
exists v : R` Ñ R` so that for all r ě 0, any ball in X of radius r has at most vprq points.
As usual, for x, y P X and W P S, we write dW px, yq for dW pπW pxq, πW pyqq. Let E be the
constant from [DHS17, Defn. 1.1].

2.1. Equivariant projections. Let S P S be the Ď–maximal element, and let H be a
group acting on X and acting by HHS automorphisms on S (see [DHS17, Defn. 1.11]).
Necessarily, the action of H on X is by uniform quasi-isometries.

Remark 2.1. We have in mind the case where X is a hierarchically hyperbolic group with
a word metric and H is a subgroup. In the parts of [DHS17] where group actions are
considered, Sections 7 and 9, we work in the setting of a group of HHS automorphisms
acting on X , although not necessarily an HHG. Recall that one only needs an actual action
at the level of S – hence a uniform quasi-action at the level of X – to induce an action on
BpX ,Sq. But since we will be working in the HHG setting in this note, and using results
from [DHS17, Section 9] that use an action on X , we will restrict to that setting. This allows
the following convenient perturbation of the HHS structure.

Fix W P S. The coarse map πW : X Ñ CW has the property that πgW pgxq and gpπW pxqq
uniformly coarsely coincide for g P H,x P X (here g : CW Ñ CgW is the isometry from the
definition of an HHS automorphism). Let C contain one element of X from each H–orbit,
and let x P X . Then x “ gx̂ for a unique x̂ P C, and g represents a unique coset of StabHpx̂q.
Let π̂W px̂q “

Ť

hPStabHpx̂q
hpπh´1W px̂qq. If g P StabHpx̂q X StabHpW q, then

gπ̂W px̂q “
ď

ghPStabHpx̂q

ghpπh´1W px̂qq

“
ď

ghPStabHpx̂q

ghpπh´1g´1W px̂qq “ π̂W px̂q “ π̂W pgx̂q.

Hence, for arbitrary g P H, the assignment x ÞÑ gpπ̂g´1W px̂qq gives a well-defined coarse
map π̂W : X Ñ CW . We redefine πW pgx̂q to be gpπ̂g´1W px̂qq. This is a uniformly bounded
perturbation of πW , so (up to a single initial change in the constants), the HHS structure
is unaffected. But, now, we have the following: given x P X , write x “ hx̂, where x̂ is as
above and h P H. Let g P H and W P S. Then πgW pgxq “ πgW pghx̂q “ ghπ̂pghq´1gW px̂q,
by (re)definition. So, πgW pgxq “ ghπ̂h´1W px̂q “ gπW phx̂q “ gπW pxq. In other words,
πgW pgxq “ gpπW pxqq for all x P X , g P H,W P S.

For each U P S with U Ĺ W or U&W , recall the uniformly bounded set ρUW Ă CW . For

g P H, the sets ρgUgW and gpρUW q uniformly coarsely coincide, by the definition of an HHS

automorphism. At the expense of an initial change in the constants, we can modify ρUW as

above so that ρgUgW “ gpρUW q for g P H.
This means that we can and shall assume that for all W P S, all g P H, and all

U P S with U&W or U Ĺ W , we have ρgUgW “ gpρUW q. Also, we can and shall assume

that gpπW pxqq “ πgW pgxq for x P X . As explained in [DHS17, Prop. 1.16] or [BHS15,
Remark 1.3], we can and shall also assume that πW : X Ñ CW is L–coarsely surjective,
for L independent of W . In the same discussion in [DHS17], we mentioned that the latter
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assumption means that CW can be replaced with the union of geodesics starting and ending
in πW pX q. In particular, StabHpW q acts by isometries on CW .

2.2. Induced actions on pFW ,SW q. Recall that for each W P S, we have an HHS
pFW ,SW q, where SW “ tU Ď W u, so that the inclusion SW ãÑ S induces a hieromorphism
pFW ,SW q Ñ pX ,Sq so that the induced maps on CU,U Ď W are the identity. As in [DHS17,
Rem. 1.14], we also have an action StabHpW q Ñ AutpSW q by HHS automorphisms.

There are various slightly different ways to describe FW ; for the sake of explicitness,
we now fix one. First, let κ be a fixed constant provided by [BHS15, Theorem 3.1]. Let
PW Ă X be the standard product region associated to W , which we can choose to be

StabHpW q–invariant. As a set, define pFW to consist of exactly one point px for each distinct
tuple pπU pxqqUPSW

with x P PW .
The restriction homomorphism StabHpW q Ñ AutpSW q defines an action of StabHpW q on

the set of tuples pπU pxqqUPSW
: for V P SW , the V –coordinate of g¨pπU pxqqU is gpπg´1V pxqq “

πV pgxq. Since PW is StabHpW q–invariant, this gives an action of StabHpW q on pFW .
For each px, realisation ([BHS15, Theorem 3.1]) provides y P PW so that dU ppx, yq ď κ

when U Ď W . Let fppxq Ă PW be the (nonempty) set of all such y. Note that fppxq is
a uniformly hierarchically quasiconvex set, and πU restricts on fppxq to a uniformly coarse

surjection for all UKW . Hence dhauspfppxq, fppzqq is finite for all px, pz P pFW . (The two sets
are “parallel” in the sense that the gate map from one to the other is a coarsely surjective
hieromorphism which is the identity on each CU, UKW .)

Equip pFW with the pseudometric ωppx, pzq “ dhauspfppxq, fppzqq. Since X is discrete,
ωppx, pzq “ 0 only if fppxq “ fppzq. Now, if fppxq “ fppzq, then for all y P PW and V Ď W ,
we have dV ppx, yq ď κ if and only if dV ppz, yq ď κ. Hence, for any g P StabHpW q, we
have by equivariance of projections that dV ppgx, gyq ď κ if and only if dV ppgz, gyq ď κ, i.e.

fppgxq “ fppgzq. Thus the action of StabW pHq on pFW descends to an action (not necessarily
by isometries) on the metric quotient, which we call FW and identify with the set of fppxq,
equipped with the Hausdorff metric.

Fix x0 P PW . Define a map h : FW Ñ PW by fppxq ÞÑ yppxq, where yppxq P fppxq has
the property that dU py, x0q ď κ whenever UKW ; such a point is provided by realisation. By
construction, this map is a quasi-isometric embedding whose image is uniformly hierarchi-
cally quasiconvex; indeed, πU : PW Ñ CU restricts to a uniformly coarse surjection on the
image of FW when U Ď W , and sends the image to a uniformly bounded set when UKW .
Realisation then shows that the image is hierarchically quasiconvex. Hence pFW ,SW q is a
hierarchically hyperbolic space, and the above action of StabHpW q on FW is an action by
HHS automorphisms with equivariant projections.

In summary, we have two HHSes, pFW ,SW q and phpFW q,SW q. The group StabHpW q
acts FW by uniform quasi-isometries, and for all x P FW and g P StabHpW q and V Ď W ,
we have gpπV pxqq “ πV pgxq.

On the other hand, hpFW q, equipped with the subspace metric inherited from X , is
uniformly proper if X is uniformly proper. In any case, the quasi-isometry h : FW Ñ hpFW q

is a hieromorphism, where the map at the level of index sets is the identity, and the map on
each hyperbolic space is the identity. Conjugating elements of StabHpW q by h and a fixed
quasi-inverse gives an action of StabHpW q on phpFW q,SW q by HHS automorphisms (at the
level of SW ) which is a quasi-action by uniform quasi-isometries at the level of hpFW q.

When X is (uniformly) proper, hpFW q is (uniformly) proper. Now, the HHS boundaries
of pFW ,SW q and phpFW q,SW q coincide, because the boundary is defined in terms of the
index set, hyperbolic spaces, and projections. In particular, if X is proper, then BFW is
compact, since it is homeomorphic to the boundary of the proper HHS hpFW q. This should
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perhaps have been made more explicit in [DHS17]. It is used when one applies Proposition
9.2 of [DHS17] to HHS of the form pFW ,SW q, equipped with a StabHpW q–action.

2.3. Hierarchy rays. We recall the notion of a hierarchy ray. Let pX ,Sq be an HHS and
let x0 P X and let D ě 0. A pD,Dq–hierarchy ray is a pD,Dq–quasigeodesic γ : NÑ X such
that πU ˝ γ is an unparametrised pD,Dq–quasigeodesic in CU for all U P S.

The following lemma about hierarchy rays is stated exactly as we will use it in Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 2.2. Let pX ,Sq be a proper hierarchically hyperbolic space. Then there exists D ě 0
such that the following holds. Let U1, . . . , UM P S be pairwise orthogonal. For i ď M , let
pi P BCUi. Then there is a pD,Dq–hierarchy ray γ in X such that for all i ďM , the sequence
πUi ˝ γpnq converges to pi.

Moreover, if V P S satisfies Ui Ĺ V or Ui&V for some i, or UiKV for all i, then
diampπV ˝ γq ď 10DE.

Proof. Fix a p1, 20Eq–quasigeodesic ray αi in CUi from πUipx0q to pi. Without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume, using partial realisation, that x0 has the property that for all i and
all V with Ui&V or Ui Ĺ V , the sets πV px0q and ρUi

V are E–close.
A sequence of points: For each N P N, choose a point xN P X as follows. First, for

each i, let bUi lie 100E–close to αi at distance at most N ` 100E and at least N ´ 100E

from πUipx0q. For each V such that either V&Ui or Ui Ĺ V for some i, let bV “ ρUi
V . For

each V such that V KUi for all i, let bV “ πV px0q.
Fix i and let V Ĺ Ui. Recall that the boundary point pi projects to a bounded set

pipV q P CV as follows. Let β be a p1, 20Eq–quasigeodesic ray joining ρVUi
to pi in CUi. Let

bpV q “ Yβ1ρ
Ui
V pβ

1q, where β1 varies over the sub-rays of β avoiding the E–neighbourhood

of ρVUi
. Then bpV q has diameter at most E by bounded geodesic image, and is coarsely

independent of β.
Note that any sub-ray α1i of αi avoiding the E–neighbourhood of ρVUi

has the property

that ρUi
V pα

1
iq E–coarsely coincides with bpV q.

The tuple pbV qV PS is consistent. Indeed, let U, V P S be distinct. There are two cases:

‚ Suppose that U&V . If U Ď Ui for some i, then ρUV uniformly coarsely coincides

with ρUi
V “ bV , or U, V Ĺ Ui. In the latter case, choose a point in β (the ray in

CUi described above) far from ρUUi
and ρVUi

. By partial realisation, this point has
the form πUipyq for some y P X . By definition of bU and consistency, bU coarsely
coincides with πU pyq and bV coarsely coincides with πV pyq. So by consistency, either
dU pbU , ρ

V
U q ď E or the same holds with U, V reversed. We likewise have consistency

if V Ď Ui for some i.
So suppose that U Ď Ui for all i and V Ď Ui for all i.
If U, V KUi for all i, then bU “ πU px0q and bV “ πV px0q, so by consistency of x0,

dU pbU , ρ
V
U q ď E or the same holds with U, V reversed.

If Ui Ď U or Ui&U for some i, then bU “ ρUi
U , which is E–close to πU px0q. If

Ui&V or Ui Ĺ V , then bV coarsely coincides with πU px0q for the same reason, and so
by consistency, bV coarsely coincides with ρUV or the same holds with U, V reversed.

The final possibility is that V KUi, in which case bV “ ρ
Uj

V for some j ‰ i. So, again,
bV coarsely coincides with πV px0q and we conclude as before.

‚ If U Ĺ V , the argument is almost identical, except we use consistency for nesting
instead of consistency for transversality.

Now apply realisation to obtain xN P X such that dV pxN , bV q ď E for all V P S.
Construction of γ : As shown in [BHS15], for each N there is a pD0, D0q–hierarchy path

γN joining x0 to xN , where D0 is a constant depending only on the HHS structure. Since X
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is proper and dX px0, xN q Ñ 8 as N Ñ 8, the paths γ converge uniformly on compact sets
to a path γ : NÑ X , which is a pD1, D1q–quasigeodesic for some D1 depending only on D0

and X .
Projections of γ: For V P S such that V&Ui or Ui Ĺ V , we have that πV ˝ γN has

image a set of diameter at most 10ED for all N , so the same is true of πV ˝ γ. The same
holds if V KUi for all i.

For each i, the path πUi ˝ γN is an unparameterised pD0, D0q–quasigeodesic from πUipx0q
to πUipxN q. So, πUi ˝γ is an unparameterised pD2, D2q–quasigeodesic that coarsely coincides
with αi, where D2 depends on D0 and E. (This is because each xN lies uniformly close to
αi and dUipx0, xN q Ñ 8 as N Ñ8.)

Finally, if V Ĺ Ui for some i, then for all sufficiently large N , the path πV ˝ γN is an
unparametrised quasigeodesic from πV px0q to a point E–close to ppV q, so the same holds
for πV ˝ γ. Thus γ is a pD,Dq–hierarchy path, where D “ DpE,D0q. We saw above that
πUi ˝ γ coarsely coincides with αi, so πUi ˝ γpnq Ñ pi, as required. �

3. Cyclic subgroups are undistorted

We now prove [DHS17, Theorem 7.1].

Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 7.1 of [DHS17]). Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group.
Let g P G. Then xgy is undistorted in G. Moreover, for any U P Bigpgq, the action of gt on
CU is loxodromic, where t is any nonzero multiple of |Bigpgq|!. In particular, πU pxgyq is a
quasi-isometrically embedded copy of Z in CU .

Proof. If g has finite order, the first assertion is obvious and the second holds vacuously
since Bigpgq “ H. So, suppose that g has infinite order. Then Bigpgq ‰ H and gt fixes each
element of Bigpgq, where t is as in the statement. The “moreover” assertion implies that xgy
is undistorted, since each πU is coarsely Lipschitz.

We now prove the “moreover” assertion. We may assume that the HHS structure is nor-
malised, and that the projections are equivariant in the sense of Section 2.1. For convenience,
we assume that g fixes each element of Bigpgq; this is achieved by replacing g by gt.

Let Bigpgq “ tU1, . . . , Uk, . . . , UMu, where k ě 0 is such that xgy is loxodromic on CUi if
and only if i ď k. For i ą k, we have that xgy is parabolic on CUi, fixing a point χi P BCUi.

If k “M , we are done, so suppose k ăM . (A priori, we allow the possibility that k “ 0.)
Orbits of xgy: Fix x0 P G; for convenience, we choose x0, using partial realisation, so

that πV px0q is E–close to ρUi
V whenever Ui&V or Ui Ĺ V . For each V such that Ui Ĺ V or

Ui&V for some i, the orbit xgy¨x0 projects to a set in CV that (by consistency) 10E–coarsely

coincides with ρUi
V , and thus has diameter at most 100E.

For i ą k, let αi be a p1, 20Eq–quasigeodesic ray joining πUipx0q to χi, where χi P BCUi is
the unique point fixed by g.

By Proposition 6.6 of [DHS17], there exists Dpgq such that πV pxgy ¨ x0q has diameter at
most Dpgq whenever V Ĺ Ui for some i, or V KUi for all i.

Next, we bound the projections of the rays αi to nested domains:

Claim 1. Let i ą k and let V Ĺ Ui. Let χipV q be the projection of χi on CV . Then there
exists R0 “ R0pg, x0q such that dV px0, χipV qq ď R0 for all such V .

Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that V Ĺ Ui satisfies dV px0, χipV qq ą 100E.
Then by bounded geodesic image and consistency, ρVUi

lies 100E–close to αi. Using the
fact that g acts parabolically on CUi, we can choose n ą 0 such that the ray gnαi enters
the 100E–neighbourhood of αi at a point p that is 100E–close to a point p1 P αi with
dUipp

1, ρVUi
q ą 1000E. Hence dV pg

nx0, χipV qq ď E, by consistency and bounded geodesic
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image. But this implies that dV px0, χipV qq ď Dpgq ` E, so the claim holds with R0 “

maxtDpgq ` E, 100Eu. �

In the next claim, we choose a sequence pzN q of points in G that project near the basepoint
except in various CUi with i ą k; in such CUi, the zN project far out along αi.

Claim 2. There exists a constant ` “ `pG,Sq and a sequence pzN q of points in G such that:

(1) dV px0, zN q ď ` whenever V&Ui or Ui Ĺ V for some i ďM , or V KUi for all i ą k.
(2) dUipx0, zN q ď ` for i ď k.
(3) dUipx0, zN q ą N for i ą k, and πUipzN q is 100DE–close to αi for i ą k.
(4) If V Ĺ Ui for some i ą k, then dV px0, zN q ď R0 ` `.

Proof of Claim 2. Let γ : N Ñ G be a pD,Dq–hierarchy ray as provided by Lemma 2.2,
applied to the points χi P BCUi with i ą k. Choose zN “ γpNq. By passing to a subse-
quence, we can assume that tzNu satisfies the third assertion. The first and second hold
by Lemma 2.2, where ` depends on D and E, and hence only on the HHS structure. Fi-
nally, if V Ĺ Ui, then πV ˝ γ lies `–close to the geodesic in CV from πV px0q to χipV q, so
dV px0, zN q ď ``R0 by Claim 1. �

We now show that each zN is moved a bounded distance in G by the element g.

Claim 3. There exists R1 ě 0, independent of N , such that dGpgzN , zN q ď R1 for all N .

Proof of Claim 3. Let V P S. We bound dV pzN , gzN q as follows.

‚ If Ui Ĺ V or Ui&V for some i, then xgy ¨ x0 and xgy ¨ zN have projections to CV
that uniformly coarsely coincide, since they both coarsely coincide with ρUi

V . Hence
dV pzN , gzN q ď 100` in this case.

‚ If V “ Ui for i ą k, then dV pzN , gzN q ď 100EdV px0, gx0q`100E`2`, by considering
a p1, 20Eq–quasigeodesic ideal triangle with vertices x0, gx0 and χi and sides αi, gαi,
and a geodesic from πV px0q to gπV px0q. If V “ Ui for i ď k, then since πV pzN q and
πV px0q are E–close, we reach the same conclusion.

‚ If V KUi for all i, then the same is true of g´1V , since g stabilises each Ui. So,
πg´1V pzN q is `–close to πg´1V px0q, and the same is true with V replacing g´1V .
Hence πV pgx0q and πV pgzN q are `–close, so dV pzN , gzN q ď 2``Dpgq.

‚ The remaining case is where V Ĺ Ui for some i. But for all such V , we have
dV px0, zN q ď R0 ` ` by Claim 1. Now, if V Ĺ Ui, then g´1V Ĺ g´1Ui “ Ui, so
dg´1V pzN , x0q ď R0 ` `. Hence dV pgzN , gx0q ď R0 ` `. This gives dV pzN , gzN q ď
2R0 ` 2``Dpgq.

Hence, by the uniqueness axiom, there exists R1 depending only on pG,Sq and Dpgq such
that dGpzN , gzN q ď R1 for all N . �

We are now ready to conclude, using the following strategy: we will produce a set thNuNPN
of elements of G, all conjugate to g, so that each hN moves x0 a distance at most R1. Hence
the number of such hN will be bounded in terms of R1. On the other hand, we will choose
these hN in such a way that, as N increases, it takes larger and larger powers of hN to move
x0 a given distance, contradicting that there are only boundedly many hN .

The finite set thNu: For each N , choose kN P G so that kNzN “ x0. Let hN “ kNgk
´1
N .

By equivariance of projections, dV phNx0, x0q “ dk´1
n V pzN , gzN q for all V P S. So, by

uniqueness, dGpx0, hNx0q ď R1 for all N . Since dG is uniformly proper, there is a constant
N0 “ N0pR1q such that |thNu| ď N0.

Distinguishing thNu: For each N , let fpNq be the minimum s P N such that, for all
W P BigphN q, we have dW ph

s
Nx0, x0q ą 1000E`. Since fpNq depends only on hN , and there

are finitely many distinct hN , we have supN fpNq ă 8.
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On the other hand, fix hN and fix i ą k. Then since Ui P Bigpgq, we have kNUi P BigphN q.
Now, for any s P N, there exists N “ Npsq such that the following holds, by parabolicity of
g and our choice of zN : dUipzN , g

tzN q ď 1000E` for t P t0, . . . , su. Hence dkNUi
px0, h

t
Nx0q ď

1000E` for such t, so fpNq ą s. Thus supN fpNq “ 8, a contradiction.
We conclude that k “M , as required. l

4. The tits alternative

Now we provide a corrected proof of the Tits alternative for hierarchically hyperbolic
groups. We proceed roughly as in [DHS17], with a change to avoid [DHS17, Lem. 7.5]. We
retain our assumption that projections are equivariant.

Theorem 4.1 (Thm. 9.15 of [DHS17]). Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group and
let H ď G be a finitely generated subgroup. Then either H contains a nonabelian free group,
or H is virtually Z` for some ` at most the complexity of S.

Proof. Assume H is infinite, for otherwise we are done.
The hull of H: For each W P S, let KW Ă CW be the union of all geodesics in CW that

start and end in πW pHq. Then KW is a uniformly quasiconvex subset of CW , and if A ď H
fixes W , then the action of A on CW preserves KW . Let k0 be the quasiconvexity constant
for the various KW .

Let X be the hull of H in G, in the sense of [BHS15, Definition 6.1]. By [BHS15, Lemma
6.2], X is hierarchically quasiconvex in G, and is hence an HHS, where the index set is
S and the hyperbolic space associated to each U P S is KU . (See [BHS15, Remark 5.7]
or [DHS17, Proposition 1.16] for an explanation of the hierarchically hyperbolic structure.)
Equivariance of the projections and the definition of the hull implies that X is H–invariant.
The projection X Ñ KU coincides with the projection πU .

Since X Ă G, the space X is uniformly proper, and the action is essential in the sense of
Section 8 of [DHS17]. If H fixes U P S, and H has bounded orbits in CU , then BKU “ H.

First, we find pairwise-orthogonal domains Ui, each invariant under a finite-index sub-

group pH ď H, where pH has unbounded orbits. The rest of the proof will then involve an

analysis of the action of pH on these domains:

Claim 4. There exists a finite-index subgroup pH ď H and pairwise orthogonal U1, . . . , UM P

S such that all of the following hold:

‚ pH fixes each Ui and has unbounded orbits in CUi.
‚ For all i, if W Ĺ Ui or W&Ui, then pH ¨W ‰W .
‚ If WKUi for all i, and |H ¨W | ă 8, then πW pHq has finite diameter.

Proof of Claim 4. Fixed boundary points case: If H fixes some p P BX , then H has a
finite-index subgroup H 1 fixing each U P Suppppq, and H 1 fixes a point in each BKU . In
particular, BKU ‰ H, so H 1 has unbounded orbits in KU .

No fixed boundary points case: Suppose that no finite-index subgroup of H fixes a
point in BX . Choose U P S to be Ď–minimal with the property that H has a finite-index
subgroup H 1 with H 1 ¨ U “ U .

As in Section 2, pFU ,SU q is an HHS with a (possibly non-proper) action of H 1 by HHS
automorphisms. Now, since FU is quasi-isometric to a proper HHS (via the quasi-isometric
embedding FU Ñ X from Section 2), BFU is compact. Moreover, SU is countable since
SU Ă S and S is G–finite. Also, H 1 cannot fix a point in BFU without also fixing a point
in BX .

At this point, we would like to apply [DHS17, Prop. 9.2], which warrants some care.
As a space equipped with an H 1–action, FU need not be proper (recall that when we QI
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embed it in X to make it proper, the action becomes a quasi-action at the level of the space,
while the proof of [DHS17, Prop. 9.2] is phrased in terms of actions). However, in the proof
of [DHS17, Prop. 9.2], properness of the space is used only in two ways. First, it is needed
to ensure BFU is compact, which we checked above. Second, it is used to allow us to assume
that FU is countable, as in [DHS17, Remark 9.6]; this plays a role in Lemma 9.8 of [DHS17].

We achieve this here as follows. First, let PU be the associated standard product region,
which we can choose to be H 1–invariant. Since it is a subset of the finitely generated group G,
PU is countable. Now, given x, y P PU , add an edge joining x to y whenever dW px, yq ď 100E
for all WKU . Then FU can be modified within its hieromorphism class to be PU , equipped
with the resulting graph metric. We still have an action of H 1 on FU by HHS automorphisms
(by uniform quasi-isometries at the level of FU ), and this coincides with the original action
at the level of SU . Also, the action of H 1 on FU is free (but not proper).

Now we apply [DHS17, Proposition 9.2] to conclude that either H 1 has bounded orbits in
FU or there exists h P H 1 acting loxodromically on KU . The third option, that H 1 has a
finite orbit in SU ´ tUu, is ruled out by minimality of U .

Bounded orbits: Since H 1 stabilises PU Ă G and acts properly on G, and since H 1 is
infinite, H 1 has unbounded orbits in either FU or in EU . In either case, applying [DHS17,
Prop. 9.2] to FU or EU (as above), and replacing H 1 if necessary by a finite-index subgroup,
there exists a Ď–minimal U 1 satisfying: H 1U 1 “ U 1 and some h P H 1 is loxodromic on KU 1 .

Pairwise-orthogonal domains: The above shows that there exists U such that H ¨ U
is finite, and there exists a finite-index subgroup H 1 such that H 1 ¨ U “ U , and H 1 has
unbounded orbits in KU , and U is Ď–minimal with these properties. Suppose that V P

S ´ tUu is another such domain, fixed by a finite-index subgroup H2. Then U and V are
not Ď–related, by minimality. If U&V , then the H2–orbit of the bounded set ρUV in CV is
unbounded, contradicting that H2 X H 1 fixes U . Thus UKV . Hence there exist pairwise-

orthogonal U1, . . . , UM and pH ďf.i. H such that:

‚ pH fixes each Ui and has unbounded orbits in CUi.
‚ If W Ĺ Ui or W&Ui, then pH ¨W ‰W .
‚ If WKUi for all i and |H ¨W | ă 8, then diampπW pHqq ă 8.

This completes the proof of the claim. �

Loxodromic domains and horocyclic domains: Given 1 ď i ď M , consider the

action of pH on the hyperbolic space KUi . By Claim 4, this action has unbounded orbits. So,

up to relabeling, there exists k P t0, . . . ,Mu such that pH contains a loxodromic isometry of

KUi if and only if i ď k, and, if i ą k, then the action of pH on KUi is horocyclic, i.e. the
orbit is unbounded, but there is no loxodromic isometry. In the horocylic case, Theorem 3.1

implies that each cyclic subgroup of pH has a bounded orbit in KUi when i ą k. We call
U1, . . . , Uk the loxodromic domains and Uk`1, . . . , UM the horocyclic domains.

Ruling out general type loxodromic domains: Let i ď k. For each i, let hi P pH act
loxodromically on KUi , and let p˘i P BKUi be fixed by hi. We now reduce to the case where
there are no general-type actions on the KUi :

Claim 5. Either pH, and hence H, contains a nonabelian free subgroup, or the following

holds (up to passing to an index–2 subgroup of pH). For 1 ď i ď k, there exists pi P tp
˘
i u

with pH ¨ pi “ pi.

Proof of Claim 5. Fix i ď k. The action of pH on CUi is thus either lineal (exactly two fixed
boundary points), or focal (exactly one fixed boundary point), or general type (no global

fixed point). In the general type case, pH contains a nonabelian free group [Gro87, Section
8.2.F].
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In the lineal case, the endpoints of hi in BCUi are fixed by the action of pH, as required.
In the focal case (where, by definition, any two loxodromics have dependent axes), one of

the two endpoints of hi must be fixed by pH. This proves the claim. �

Bounding projections of pH: In view of Claim 5, assume from now on that pH fixes

some pi P BKUi , which is the endpoint of an axis of a loxodromic hi P pH, for all i ď k. Fix
a P X so that a P PUi for 1 ď i ďM . In particular, for all i and all W P S such that W&Ui
or Ui Ĺ W , the set πW p pH ¨ aq uniformly coarsely coincides with ρUi

W .

In the next two claims, we bound the diameter of the image of pH ¨ a in all domains V
except when V Ĺ Ui for some horocyclic domain Ui.

Claim 6. There exists R0 P R such that the following holds. Suppose that W P S satisfies
one of the following:

‚ WKUi for all 1 ď i ďM ;
‚ W&Ui for some i ďM ;
‚ Ui Ĺ W for some i ďM .

Then diampπW p pH ¨ aqq ď R0. Hence, after enlarging R0 uniformly, diampKW q ď R0.

Proof of Claim 6. First suppose that either W&Ui or Ui Ĺ W . Then ρUi
W is a bounded

subset of CW , and πW p pH ¨ aq uniformly coarse coincides with ρUi
W . Hence there exists R0,

independent of W , so that diampπW p pH ¨ aqq ď R0 for all such W .

Next, suppose that W P S satisfies WKUi for all i. We will consider the action of pH on
a hierarchically hyperbolic space which is the “orthogonal complement” of the Ui.

Let SK
tUiu

be the set of V such that V KUi for all i.

For each i, let PUi be the standard product region associated to Ui. Let P “
Ş

i PUi .

By equivariance of projection, P is pH–invariant. Choose x1 P P, and let E be the set
of x P P such that dV px, x1q ą 100E implies V KUi for all i. Then E is hierarchically
quasiconvex in X . Hence, by [BHS15, Proposition 5.6], pE,Sq is a hierarchically hyperbolic
space, and E is proper. Note that πV pEq “ KV if V P SKUi

. Otherwise, πV pEq has uniformly
bounded diameter. So, by normalising, pE,Sq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space where the

hyperbolic space associated to V P S is unbounded if and only if V P SK
tUiu

. Now, pH acts

on the HHS structure by hieromorphisms, so, as in the proof of Claim 4, we can modify E

in its hieromorphism class so that pH acts on E.

Suppose that pH has unbounded orbits in E. Then, applying [DHS17, Prop. 9.2] as in

Claim 4, we see that some V P T has unbounded pH–orbits in CV . Now, V cannot be
orthogonal to all Ui, by Claim 4. But by construction, πV pEq is bounded for any other V .

So, pH has bounded orbits in E, and thus πW p pH ¨ aq is bounded by a constant depending

only on pH, tUiu, a, and the HHS constants. This proves the claim. �

Claim 7. There exists R1 P R such that the following holds. Let W P S and suppose that

W Ĺ Ui for some i ď k. Then diampπW p pH ¨ aqq ď R1. Hence, after enlarging R1 uniformly,
diampKW q ď R1.

The Ui in Claim 7 has the property that the action of pH on KUi is either lineal or focal.

Proof of Claim 7. Recall that there is a point pi P BKUi — the attracting fixed point of

hi, say — such that pi is fixed by all of pH. By Lemma 6.6 of [DHS17], there exists

Dphiq, independent of W , such that diampπW pxhiy ¨ aqq ď Dphiq. For any g P pH, we have
diampπW pgxhiy ¨ aqq “ diampπg´1W pxhiy ¨ aqq ď Dphiq, since g´1W Ĺ Ui (because g fixes Ui).
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Now let g P pH. Let T “ dW pa, hiaq. Since gpi “ pi, we can choose n P Z so that ghni a lies
at distance at most 100pE`T q from some hmi a, where m satisfies dUiph

m
i a, ρ

W
Ui
q ą 109pE`T q.

Hence, by bounded geodesic image, dW ph
m
i a, gh

n
i aq ď E.

From above, dW pga, gh
n
i aq ď Dphiq. So, by the triangle inequality, dW pga, h

m
i aq ď 2E `

Dphiq. Finally, dW ph
m
i a, aq ď Dphiq since diampπW pxhiy ¨ aqq ď Dphiq. Another application

of the triangle inequality gives dW pga, aq ď 2E ` 2Dphiq. Hence the diameter of πW p pH ¨ aq
is at most 2E ` 2 maxiDphiq, as required. �

Choosing a hierarchy ray: For each i ą k, let αi be a uniform quasigeodesic joining

πUipaq to the unique point χi P BCUi fixed by pH. Define αi analogously when i ď k and Ui
is a focal domain for pH.

For each such i and each V Ĺ Ui, let χipV q P CV be the projection of χi to KV .
We now construct a hierarchy ray γ that will serve a very similar purpose to the hierarchy

ray in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 2.2 provides a pD,Dq–hierarchy ray γ : N Ñ X such that πV ˝ γ has image

contained in the 100E–neighbourhood of πV paq unless V Ď Ui for some i ą k or V Ď Ui for
some i ď k such that Ui is focal. Also, for each such i, we have that πUi ˝ γpnq converges to
χi (and in fact lies D–close to αi) as nÑ8.

Strategy for the rest of the proof: The rest of the proof will proceed as follows. First,
we will use horofunctions coming from the lineal and focal domains to construct a coarsely

Lipschitz map β : pH Ñ Rk. By studying a sequence of points sampled from γ, we will prove
that β is a proper map — this is the most technical part of the argument. From this, we will

deduce that pH has polynomial growth, and is therefore virtually nilpotent; an application

of Theorem 3.1 will then imply that pH is virtually abelian.

The map β: For each i ď k (i.e. each Ui lineal or focal), define βi : pH Ñ R by

βipgq “ lim sup
nÑ8

pdUipa, γpnqq ´ dUipga, γpnqqq.

By [Man08, Corollary 4.8], βi is a quasi-morphism of defect 16E. Let βpgq “ pβipgqq
k
i“1 P Rk.

This defines a map β : pH Ñ Rk such that }βpghq ´ pβpgq ` βphqq}1 ď 16kE for all g, h P pH.
(For simplicity, we equip Rk with the `1–metric.)

Let d
pH

be a word-metric on pH with respect to some finite generating set.

Claim 8. There exists C ě 1 such that β : p pH, d
pH
q Ñ Rk is pC,Cq–coarsely Lipschitz.

Proof of Claim 8. Fix g, h P pH. Then }βpgq ´ βphq}1 “
řk
i“1 |βipgq ´ βiphq|. Each βi :

p pH ¨πUipaq, dUiq Ñ R is the restriction of a horofunction, and hence coarsely Lipschitz. Thus,

for some C1 ě 1, we have }βpgq ´ βphq}1 ď C1
řk
i“1 dUipga, haq ` C1. So, by the distance

formula, and some K0 depending on C1 and the distance formula constants, }βpgq´βphq}1 ď
K0dGpga, haq `K0 “ K0|a

´1ph´1gqa|G `K0. Hence there exists C, depending only on the
word metrics d

pH
and dG, and the (fixed) basepoint a P G such that }βpgq ´ βphq}1 ď

Cd
pH
pg, hq ` C. So, β is coarsely Lipschitz. �

The map β is proper: Let R Ă pH be a finite subset, and let r “ maxgPR }βpgq}1. Let
L “ LpX ,Sq be a natural number to be determined (independently of R).

Remark 4.2 (Plan of the rest of the proof). Our goal is to choose points an P X with the
following property: a definite proportion of the elements of R move an at most a bounded
distance in G. This distance is bounded in terms of R, and the “definite proportion”, 1{L,
depends only on the ambient HHS structure. Morally, we choose the an to be an unbounded
sequence of points along the hierarchy ray γ, but the actual choice of an is slightly more
complicated, to enable us to handle projections to domains V Ĺ Ui where Ui is horocyclic.
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From this, we will conclude that the map β is proper. From that, it will follow (Claim 11)
that H has polynomial growth and is therefore virtually nilpotent. Then, an application of
Theorem 3.1 will complete the proof that H is virtually abelian.

The reader should note that the point an is constructed (in terms of R) in Construction 4.3,
and that this construction relies on Claim 9: the construction is completed in the text
following the proof of that claim. Following that, in Claim 10, we actually show that β is
proper.

Having sketched the plan, we now resume the proof.

Let i ą k. For each g P R, the subgroup xgy has bounded orbits in CUi. Indeed, this is
clear if g has finite order. Otherwise, by Theorem 3.1, if Ui P Bigpgq, then g is loxodromic

on CUi, but since i ą k, the action of pH on CUi is horocyclic.
Thus there exists n0 P N so that for all i ą k, and each of the finitely many g P R, we

have dUipγpnq, gγpnqq ď 100pD ` Eq for all n ě n0, because pH fixes χi and γ is a hierarchy
ray whose projection to CUi is a quasigeodesic ray fellow-traveling αi at distance D.

Moreover, by choosing n0 sufficiently large (in terms of R), we have the following: for all
i ą k, all n ě n0, and all V Ĺ Ui such that dUipρ

V
Ui
, γpnqq ď 106pD`Eq, the set ρVUi

is E–far
from any geodesic joining two points in tπUipg

maq : g P R,m P Zu. Hence, by consistency
and bounded geodesic image, we have diamp

Ť

gPR,mPZ πV pg
maqq ď E.

We can also choose n0 sufficiently large so that for all n ě n0 and all i ď k, we have

dUipgγpnq, γpnqq ď 100DEr, because on such CUi, the action of pH is lineal or focal and
|βipgq| ď r for all such i and all g P R.

Fix n ě n0. Fix n1 ą n such that dUipγpnq, γpn1qq ą 109pD ` Eq for all i such that Ui is
horocyclic or focal. (In other words, γpn1q is much further along γ than γpnq.)

Let V be the set of V P S satisfying each of the following conditions:

‚ V Ĺ Ui for some i ą k;
‚ dV pa, γpn1qq ą 105pD ` Eq;
‚ for the unique i with V Ĺ Ui, we have dUipρ

V
Ui
, γpnqq ď 200pD ` Eq;

‚ V is not properly nested in any W Ĺ Ui with dW pa, γpn1qq ą 105pD ` Eq.

Construction 4.3 (The “test point” an). If V “ H, let an “ γpnq.
Otherwise, define an as follows. Since dV pa, γpn1qq ą 105pD`Eq for each V P V, the set V

is finite (by, for example, the distance formula). The Ď–maximality assumption guarantees
that any two elements of V are either ă–comparable or orthogonal. As in [BHS15, Section
2], we equip V with a partial ordering ă coming from the points a, γpn1q: if V,W P V, then
V ă W if V&W and ρWV is E–close to πV pγpn1qq. Let V1, . . . , Vs be the ă–maximal elements
of V. Since they are pairwise orthogonal, s is bounded by the complexity of S.

Claim 9. There exists a natural number L “ LpX ,Sq ě 1 such that the following holds.
There exists g1 P R and R1 Ď R such that

‚ |R1| ą |R|{L;
‚ for all Vj , j ď s, we have gVj “ g1Vj whenever g P R1.

Proof of Claim 9. Let Ui be horocyclic, with the property that V1 Ĺ Ui. Then ρV1Ui
is 200pD`

Eq–close to πUipγpnqq, since V1 P V. Hence dUipgρ
V1
Ui
, γpnqq ď 500pD ` Eq for all g P R.

We next show that dgV1pa, γpn1qq ą 105pD ` Eq ´ 2E for all g P R. Indeed, we

have dV1pa, γpn1qq ě 105pD ` Eq. We also have that dUipγpnq, ρ
V1
Ui
q ď 200pD ` Eq, so

dUipgγpnq, ρ
gV1
Ui
q ď 200pD`Eq. By the triangle inequality and the fact that dUipgγpnq, γpnqq ď

100pD`Eq, we have dUipγpnq, ρ
gV1
Ui
q ď 300pD`Eq. Now, dUipγpnq, γpn1qq ą 109pD`Eq, so it

follows that ρgV1Ui
is not E–close to any geodesic in CUi from γpn1q to gγpn1q— such geodesics
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have length at most 100pD ` Eq. Moreover, since dUipga, aq is bounded in terms of R, we
could have made our choice of n0 sufficiently large compared to dUipga, aq so as to ensure

that ρgV1Ui
is not E–close to any geodesic from a to ga. Hence, by bounded geodesic image

and consistency, dgV1pa, gaq ď E and dgV1pγpn1q, gγpn1qq ď E. Finally, dgV1pga, gγpn1qq ě
105pD ` Eq, so by the triangle inequality, dgV1pa, γpn1qq ą 105pD ` Eq ´ 2E.

Choose x, y P γ such that dUipx, yq ď 106pD ` Eq, and x, y lie D–close to points on
αi on opposite sides of a point D–close to πUipγpnqq. Moreover, we choose x, y so that
dUipx, aq ě 104pD ` Eq and dUipy, γpnqq ě 104pD ` Eq.

Then, provided we choose n0 sufficiently large (in terms of D and E and R), we have that
dUipx, gxq ď 100pD ` Eq and dUipy, gyq ď 100pD ` Eq for all g P R. Hence, for each g P R,
we have that πgV1pgxq and πgV1paq are E–close, and the same is true with x replaced by y
and a replaced by γpn1q. Thus dgV1pa, γpn1qq ą 100E for all g P R.

By [BHS15, Lemma 2.5], there exists C, depending only on D,E, such that |tgV1 : g P Ru|
has at most C distinct elements. Indeed, if not, then by the aforementioned lemma, some
gV1 would be properly nested into some W Ď Ui with dW px, yq ą 107pD ` Eq and hence
dW pa, γpn1qq ą 106pD ` Eq. If V Ĺ g´1W Ĺ Ui, then dg´1W pa, γpn1qq ą 105pD ` Eq,

contradicting that V1 P V. If W “ Ui, then we would have dUipx, yq ą 107pD ` Eq,
another contradiction. Hence we have R1 Ă R such that gV1 “ hV1 for all g, h P R1,
and |R1| ě |R|{C.

Now apply the same argument, with R replaced by R1, and V1 replaced by V2. Continuing
in this way, we find a subset R1 Ă R such that gVj “ hVj for all j ď s and g, h P R1, and
|R1| ě |R|{Cs. Take s0 to be the complexity of S and let L “ Cs0 . �

Now let g1,R1 be as in Claim 9. Let P “
Şs
j“1 PVj be the

Şs
j“1 Stab

pH
pVjq–invariant

standard product region in X associated to V1, . . . , Vs. Then P is uniformly hierarchically
quasiconvex, and there is a coarse gate map gP sending points in X to uniformly bounded
sets in P such that the following holds for all x P X :

‚ πV pgPpxqq is 10E–close to ρ
Vj
V whenever Vj&V or Vj Ĺ V for some j ď s.

‚ πV pgPpxqq is 10E–close to πV pxq whenever V Ď Vj for some j or V KVj for all j.

‚ For all h P pH, we have h ¨ gPpxq “ ghPphxq, because of equivariance of projections.

We define an as follows. Let F be the hierarchically quasiconvex subset of g1P consisting
of those points x such that πV pxq is 100E–close to πV pγpnqq whenever V Ď Ui and Ui is
either lineal, or focal, or is horocylic but has the property that Vj Ď Ui for all j ď s. Let
an “ gFpγpn1qq. So, dW pan, gg1Ppγpn1qqq ď 10E if W Ď Ui, where Ui is a horocyclic domain
and some Vj Ĺ Ui.

Claim 10. There exists Mprq, depending only on X ,S and r “ maxgPR }βpgq}1 such that
the following holds. Let Iprq be the cardinality of the Mprq–ball in pG, dGq about 1. Then
|R| ď L ¨ Iprq.

Proof of Claim 10. We continue to let g1,R1, the Vj , and P be as above. We will first
produce Mprq such that for all g P R1, one of the following holds:

(i) dGpan, ganq ď Mprq for all g P R1. In this case, we have dGp1, a
´1
n ganq ď Mprq for all

g P R1, and hence |ta´1n gan : g P R1u| “ |R1| ď Iprq. So, by Claim 9, |R| ď L ¨ Iprq, as
required.

(ii) dGpan, gg
´1
1 anq ďMprq for all g P R1. In this case, we have dGp1, a

´1
n gg´11 anq ďMprq

for all g P R1, and hence |ta´1n gg´11 an : g P R1u| “ |tgg´11 : g P R1u| “ |R1| ď Iprq.
Thus, by Claim 9, |R| ď L ¨ Iprq, as required.

So, if remains to show that either item (i) or item (ii) holds; these correspond to the cases
where V “ H and V ‰ H.
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The case V “ H: First, suppose that V “ H, so that an “ γpnq. Let V P S and let
g P R1. If V is not nested into any Ui, i ďM , then dV pan, ganq ď R0 by Claim 6. If V Ĺ Ui
for some Ui that is lineal or focal, then dV pan, ganq ď R1 by Claim 7. If V “ Ui for some Ui
lineal or focal, then dV pan, ganq ď 100DEr, by our choice of n. If V “ Ui for Ui horocyclic,
then dUipan, ganq ď 100pD ` Eq, by our choice of n.

Suppose that V Ĺ Ui for some Ui horocyclic. First observe that πV panq lies D–close to a
geodesic α from πV paq to πV pγpn1qq, and πg´1V panq lies D–close to a geodesic from πg´1V paq
to πg´1V pγpn1qq. So πV panq and πV pganq both lie pD ` 2Eq–close to α. If dV pa, γpn1qq ď

106pD ` Eq, this implies that dV pan, ganq ď 107pD ` Eq.
On the other hand, if dV pa, γpn1qq ą 106pD ` Eq, then since V “ H, there exists a Ď–

maximal W (in Uiq such that V Ď W Ĺ Ui and dW pa, γpn1qq ą 105pD`Eq, and W satisfies
dUipρ

W
Ui
, γpnqq ą 200pD`Eq. So, dUipρ

V
Ui
, γpnqq ě 199pD`Eq. Now, any KUi–geodesic from

πUipanq “ πUipγpnqq to πUipganq “ πUipgγpnqq has length at most 100pD`Eq, so ρVUi
cannot

lie E–close to such a geodesic. Hence, by consistency and bounded geodesic image, we have
dV pan, ganq ď E.

We have shown that, for all V P S, we have dV pan, ganq ď maxt107pD`Eq, R0, R1, 100DEru,
so by the uniqueness axiom, there exists Mprq, depending on r but not R, such that
dGpan, ganq ďMprq for all g P R (and hence all g P R1). This proves that (i) holds.

The case V ‰ H: For each g P R1, we have by Claim 9 that gP “ g1P. Letting h “ g´11 g,
we thus have hP “ P and, by the same claim, hVj “ Vj for all j.

Let ω “ gg´11 . Let V P S. We wish to bound dV pan, ωanq uniformly, to establish (ii).
There are several cases:

‚ If V “ Ui for some Ui horocyclic, then either πUipanq is 10E–close to πUipγpnqq,

or πUipanq is 20E–close to some ρ
g1Vj
Ui

. In either case, we have dUipan, g
´1anq ď

103pD ` Eq. The same holds with g´11 replacing g´1 since g1 P R1. So, by the

triangle inequality, dUipan, ωanq “ dUipg
´1
1 an, g

´1anq ď 2 ¨ 103pD ` Eq.
‚ If V “ Ui for some Ui lineal or focal, then dV pan, g

´1anq ď 100DEr. The same holds
for dV pan, g

´1
1 anq, so dV pan, ωanq ď 200DEr.

‚ If V Ĺ Ui for some Ui lineal or focal, then dV pan, ωanq ď R1, since, by Claim 7,
diampKV q ď R1.

‚ If V is not nested in any Ui, then KV has diameter at most R0 by Claim 6, so
dV pan, ωanq ď R0.

‚ The remaining case is where i ą k (so Ui is horocyclic) and V Ĺ Ui. There are two
subcases:

– Suppose that no Vj Ĺ Ui. Then πV panq is 100E–close to the πV pγpnqq. More-
over, πV pωanq “ ωpπω´1V panqq. Since there is no Vj Ĺ Ui and ω´1V Ĺ Ui,
we have πω´1V panq is 100E–close to πω´1V pγpnqq, so πV pωanq is 100E–close to
πV pωγpnqq. Exactly as in the “V “ H” discussion, we obtain a uniform bound
on dV pan, ωanq, except that we use the bound dUipan, ωanq ď 200pD`Eq com-
ing from the corresponding bounds of 100pD ` Eq for g´1 and g´11 , along with
the triangle inequality.

– Suppose that some Vj Ĺ Ui. By definition, since V Ĺ Ui, we have that πV panq
is 10E–close to πV pgg1Ppγpn1qqq.
Let „ denote Ď,Ĺ,K, or &. Suppose that V „ g1Vj . Then g´1V „ g´1g1Vj “
h´1Vj “ Vj . So g1g

´1V “ ω´1V „ g1Vj .
We now further divide into subcases, according to how V, g1Vj are related:

˚ If V&g1Vj or g1Vj Ĺ V , then ω´1V&g1Vj or g1Vj Ĺ ω´1V . In this case,

we have that πV panq uniformly coarsely coincides with ρ
g1Vj
V . Similarly,
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πω´1V panq uniformly coarsely coincides with ρ
g1Vj
ω´1V

. So, πV pωanq uni-

formly coarsely coincides with ρ
ωg1Vj
V . Now, ωg1Vj “ gg´11 g1Vj “ gVj “

g1Vj , so πV panq and πV pωanq uniformly coarsely coincide.
˚ If V Ď g1Vj or V Kg1Vj , then ω´1V Ď g1Vj or ω´1V Kg1Vj . By the

definition of the gate, πV panq is 10E–close to πV pγpn1qq and πω´1V panq is
10E–close to πω´1V pγpn1qq. So, πV pωanq is 10E–close to πV pωγpn1qq.

Now, ρVUi
uniformly coarsely coincides with ρ

Vj
Ui

, which is 200pD`Eq–close

to γpnq, and hence dUipρ
V
Ui
, γpn1qq ą 108pD`Eq. So, since dUipωγpn1q, γpn1qq ď

200pD`Eq (by the corresponding bounds on how far g, g1 move πUipγpn1qq
and the triangle inequality), we can apply consistency and bounded geo-
desic image to bound dV pωγpn1q, γpn1qq. This gives the required uniform
bound on dV pan, ωanq.

Thus, if V ‰ H, we have proved item (ii). This completes the proof of the claim. �

Claim 11. The group pH is virtually nilpotent.

Proof of Claim 11. Fix r ě 0. Let B be a ball of radius r in p pH, d
pH
q. Then βpBq is contained

in a ball of radius Cr `C in Rk, by Claim 8. There exist r0, C0, depending only on k, such
that each point in βpBq lies at distance at most r0 from one of at most C0pCr `Cq

k points
in Zk Ă Rk.

Let t P Zk be such a lattice point and suppose that g1, . . . , gs P pH satisfy }βpgjq´ t}1 ď r0
for all j ď s, so }βpgjq ´ βpg1q}1 ď 2r0 for all j. Then

}βpgjg
´1
1 q ´ pβpgjq ´ βpg1qq ´ pβpg1q ` βpg

´1
1 qq}1 ď 16Ek,

i.e. }βpgjg
´1
1 q}1 ď 2r0`32Ek. Hence s ď L ¨ Ip2r0`32Ekq, by Claim 10, from which we get

|B| ď L ¨ Ip2r0 ` 32Ekq ¨C0 ¨ pCr`Cq
k. So pH has polynomial growth, and is thus virtually

nilpotent [Gro81]. �

Conclusion: For each i, let β1i : pH Ñ R be β1ipgq “ limnÑ8 βipgq{n. Then for each

g P pH that is loxodromic on some KUi , we have β1ipgq ą 0 (see e.g. [Man08, Proposition

4.9]). Moreover, for each infinite-order g P pH, we have by Theorem 3.1 that g is loxodromic
on each element of Bigpgq. Now, since β restricts to a proper map on xgy, we have that xgy
has unbounded orbits on some Ui, i ď k, and thus β1ipgq ą 0.

Let :H be a finite-index nilpotent subgroup of pH provided by Claim 11. By passing if nec-
essary to a further finite-index subgroup, we can assume that :H is torsion-free (e.g. [DK18,

Corollary 13.81]). If :H is abelian, we are done. Otherwise, by e.g. [DK18, Lemma 14.15],
:H contains an element g such that xgy is distorted in :H. It follows that β1ipgq “ 0. This

contradicts the above discussion. Hence :H is free abelian; let ` be its rank. Since the growth
of :H was bounded in Claim 11 by a polynomial of degree k, we have that ` ď k. Hence H
is virtually Z` for some ` bounded by the complexity of S. l
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